
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
DATOS DEL CLIENTE /CUSTOMER DATA: 
 
Nombre y apellidos /NAME AND SURNAMES:..........................................
DNI-Pasaporte/ ID-PASSPORT: ………………………..….…….. 
Fecha nacimiento/ BIRTHDAY: ………………….………... 
Teléfono/ MOBILE: ……………………………..……..…….. 
email:…………………………………..……………………………. 
Domicilio/ ADDRESS: ……………………………………………………………………..………….. 
CP/ ZIP: …………….…….. Población/ CITY: …………………………………………….………. 
País/ COUNTRY: ……………………………….………….
Numero do bici cuadro/ Bike frame number 
Where did You found Us / Dónde nos encontraste
Modelo de bici/ Bike Model:…………………………………………….……….
 
 
 
ALQUILER DE LAS BICICLETAS / BIKE RENTAL: 

O Prueba/ TEST 2h  
O ½ día / ½ DAY (4h)  
O 1 día / DAY  
O días / DAYS  

 
Fecha entrega / START DATE: ………………...……….
Fecha devolución / RETURN DATE: …………………………… 
 
TOTAL / AMOUNT: (IGIC incluído / 
 
 
He leído y acepto los términos y condiciones de alquiler
del dorso del contrato. Confirmo la entrega en perfecto
estado de la bicicleta indicada. / I READ and ACCEPT the
legal conditions at the reverse of the contract. I confirm
the ebike for rent is in perfect conditions.
 
 
Firma / Firm 
 
 
…………………………………………….……….

 

 
CONTRATO DE ALQUILER DE BICICLETAS 

 
CYCLO TRENER RENTAL CONTRACT

 
 
 

 
 

DATOS DEL CLIENTE /CUSTOMER DATA:  

AND SURNAMES:.......................................... 
PASSPORT: ………………………..….……..  

Fecha nacimiento/ BIRTHDAY: ………………….………...  
Teléfono/ MOBILE: ……………………………..……..…….. 
email:…………………………………..…………………………….  

……………………………………………………………………..………….. 
CP/ ZIP: …………….…….. Población/ CITY: …………………………………………….………. 
País/ COUNTRY: ……………………………….…………. 
Numero do bici cuadro/ Bike frame number : ……………….………..  

Dónde nos encontraste: …………………………………………….……….
…………………………………………….………. 

ALQUILER DE LAS BICICLETAS / BIKE RENTAL:  

Fecha entrega / START DATE: ………………...………. 
Fecha devolución / RETURN DATE: ……………………………  

incluído / VAT included): ................ 

He leído y acepto los términos y condiciones de alquiler 
del dorso del contrato. Confirmo la entrega en perfecto 
estado de la bicicleta indicada. / I READ and ACCEPT the 

reverse of the contract. I confirm 
the ebike for rent is in perfect conditions. 

…………………………………………….………. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

CONTRATO DE ALQUILER DE BICICLETAS  

CYCLO TRENER RENTAL CONTRACT 

……………………………………………………………………..………….. 
CP/ ZIP: …………….…….. Población/ CITY: …………………………………………….………. 

…………………………………………….………. 



 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS SPECIFIC TO THE RENTALAGREEMENT 
 

The parties to the contract are the customer - who must be at least 18 years of age - and Cyclo Trener 
(hereinafter referred to as the landlord). The landlord guarantees that the bicycles reserved in advance will 
be available to the customer, together with all the accessories provided. Rent (collectively referred to as 
'the rented object') 
 
1. This lease will have a duration of __________ hours / days. 
 
2. The bicycles will be collected and delivered at the scheduled time from 8:00 am to 9:00 pm every day of 
the week. 
 
3. The return of the bicycle / and rented material will be carried out at the place of the lease, on _______ at 
the hour_______. Failure to comply with the delivery time will result in an additional charge to the client 
of 6 euros per hour of delay. If the delivery is not made on the day stipulated in the contract, the additional 
charge will be 30 euros. By not making the delivery, the lessor may take immediate possession of the 
bicycle in the place where it is, without having the right to 
any claim by the lessee. 
 
4. The rental time slot is included: 
Full day: 08:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
 
5. Bike with accesories will be returned completely and in the same state in which it was delivered to the 
customer. The cost for repair or replacement of the bicycle and / or material will be borne by the customer. 
The client must inform the landlord of the damages caused in said material or of the malfunction thereof. 
The client is obliged to take good care and take all necessary precautions to protect the bicycles and 
equipment rented from damage, loss or theft. If any of the aforementioned situations occur during the 
rental period, the customer will immediately assume all replacement costs incurred at the price or market 
price depending on whether the lessor has the part to be replaced (*). At the end of the rental period, the 
landlord will determine the conditions of delivery of the rented material and, if necessary, assess the losses 
or damages caused. The customer is obliged at all times to correctly fix the bicycle / s with the padlock and 
safety chain when it is not in sight (pass the padlock through the frame, saddle and wheels and tie the 
bicycle to a post fixed to the ground. or bike parking). 
 
5. Any defect in the bicycle during the rental period that is the fault of the lessor, Cyclo Trener will try as 
far as possible to replace the defective bicycle with an equal or similar model. If this possibility does not 
exist, the equivalent of one day's rent will be returned to the client. 
 
7. The tenant declares to be in perfect health condition, be able to drive a bicycle and have the necessary 
control of the equipment rented. In this act the lessee gives the landlord a security deposit of 100 euros in 
cash that will be used to answer for possible damages caused to the bicycle or the rented equipment, this 
deposit will be refunded at the end of the contract. In case of loss or theft of the bicycle, the landlord will 
lose all the right to the deposit, having to communicate immediately such circumstance. In addition, it must 
proceed to compensate the tenant with the agreed amount between both and fixed in writing. 
 
9. Each bicycle has an individual insurance that covers the risk of theft (**) and the mandatory insurance 
of civil responsibility. The insurance fee is included in the rental price. The client confirms with the 
signature of the contract that he has sufficient financial funds to cover any risk associated with renting the 
bicycle with risks not covered by the insurance. The rent of bicycle does not include insurance of own 
damages, reason why the tenant is responsible for all the damages of material or personal that can suffer. It 
is the responsibility of the client and his / her companions to respect the Spanish traffic rules and to drive 
with care and respect to pedestrians. 
 



 

 

10. Bicycles and rental equipment can only be used by the persons listed in the rental agreement. 
 
11. User's minimum age is 14 years. Adolescents under the age of 18 must be accompanied by an adult and 
responsible for them with signed permission from parents or guardians, guaranteeing civil and economic 
responsibility. 
 
12. The data provided by the client will be used exclusively for the correct provision of the contracted 
service, being able to request, in accordance with the law, its access, rectification, cancellation or 
opposition by means of communication by any means to the lessor. This contract is governed by Spanish 
law. 
 
 

Lessor's Signature (Cylo Trener)   Tenant Signature - Contracting 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Cyclo Trener Daniel Paszek  
Urb. Las Candelarias Vial 2/C9  

35480 Agaete 
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria  

 
Mobile: +48606475397, +34686738919  

BBVA Banco Bilbao: ES3101822424140201582352 
 

www.cyclotrener.pl www.cyclopower.pl www.cyclopower.es / info@cyclotrener.pl 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
(*) Except material damages caused by the cause of an accident. 
 
(**) THEFT, EXPOLIATION and COVERAGE: The insurance guarantees the total loss of the bicycle insured as 
a result of 
illegitimate abduction. EXCLUDES: a) Robberies caused by fault or gross negligence of the User of the bicycle; 
b) Robberies that 
the relatives of the Policyholder or user intervene; c) Robberies that are not reported to the competent authority. 
 
 

 


